Ports are the main economy artery of a country’s and the main gate to and from it, such as, security the complex environment of land and sea is a difficult task, which neglecting it effects directly on the country revenue and credibility. Due to complex environment high level security is a hard mission to accomplish due to the mixed terrains of sea and land, easy access from the sea and more

**ThirdEye System’s** will protect your maritime sovereignty, ports and facilities with our autonomous analytics AI-based systems, while autonomously scanning large scale area with different backgrounds and terrains, detect, track and alert independently while all of the system analytics processed on board remotely.

**SYSTEM ADVANTAGES:**

- Cost effective and easy to maintain
- No man in the loop
- Can be integrated on existing systems
- Fully autonomous mission plan
- fusion mode
- Can be calibrated by the organization needs and limitations
- Fully automated based on user designated parameters
- Effective in various landscapes such as sea, land and urban